
AN ANALYSIS OF A PEOPLE S HISTORY

A People's History of the United States, originally published in , as a work of non-fiction by the political scientist and
American historian, Howard Zinn.

English soldiers attacked Indian settlements, killing women and children. His interest in expansion was "to
make the United States first in international commerce and as a means to implement its humanitarian and
democratic goals" Faragher, J. It was not until my sophomore year of high school that I realized I had only
learned history from one point of view. History enlightens the population about the upbringing of the America,
beginning with the colonial ages. Arn, Jackson. Additionally, fans of Howard Zinn should consult the writings
of his close friend and intellectual ally, the linguist and left-wing political activist Noam Chomsky. History
teaches people about those mistakes and how our past generations overcame those trials. Their interest is in
control of the government, and thus the people, of the United States of America. By definition, all historians
have to make calculations about what parts of history to emphasize and what parts to ignore. Some thinkers
have argued that, had the Europeans assimilated with the Indians instead of wiping them out, America would
be a peaceful, egalitarian place. In Peru, another Spanish explorer, Francisco Pizarro, used similar tactics to
conquer the Inca civilization. Zinn sees it as the duty of the historian not simply to relay what happened, but to
remedy the marginalization that persecuted people have experienced, both in history and in history books. He
creates a clear imperative for his project, suggesting that he has a moral duty to tell a version of history that
holds people like Columbus accountable for their genocidal crimes. However, a closer analysis of American
history suggests otherwise. Instead of discovering this route, he found a place entirely new to Europeans; this
is why they referred to it as the New World. Arn, Jackson. In response, the English decided to wipe out the
Indians altogether. However, Zinn suggests that some idealization of the Native Americans is justified, not just
because of the little we do know about pre-Columbian Native Americans, but because most history textbooks
ignore Native American culture altogether. On the day Zinn died, however, relatively few news outlets ran
stories about his passing. America is not one community: throughout history, different Americans have been
on different sides of the fight. Retrieved August 29,  What helped me come to this realization was my tenth
grade World History teacher. To many people across the globe, the United States of America appears to be a
place where one can be proud of. Over time it was thought that oil resources were running low and companies
began to look for other places to drill for crude. History teaches people about those mistakes and how our past
generations overcame those trials. The American people have been convinced, through a remarkably effective
campaign of disinformation, that the Republican and Democratic parties represent opposing ideologies. Why
did the English settlers slaughter the Indians? The book revolves around the views of history from the
oppressed point of view. By the next century, the total Indian population in North America had fallen from
around ten million to less than a million. The Enduring Vision How complete are our textbooks these days?
Most school textbooks paint Columbus as a hero, and either ignore his genocidal crimes altogether or mention
them very briefly. Zinn will try to tell American history from the perspective of persecuted peopleâ€”the
people whose stories have often been ignored and whose lives have often been very difficult. The American
political system has created the idea that there exists a distinction in political ideologies and thus a distinction
in public policy. Zinn also points out the beginnings of institutionalized racism in the Americas. Indeed, Zinn
posits that the desire for more property motivated the early colonists in New England to resort to violence to
conquer more territory. Miron offers a balanced, sophisticated and in-depth analysis of the true costs, benefits,
and consequences of strictly enforcing drug prohibition. Active Themes The Indians were, arguably, culturally
superior to the Europeans who conquered them over the course of the next five hundred years. Thesis:
Jonathan Swift 's Modest Proposal is the most effective in conveying its proposal against Imperialism as a
universal theme. Active Themes Too many historians treat American history as a list of heroic, larger-than-life
people: Columbus, the Founding Fathers, the presidents, etc. This disastrous attack on the Pentagon and the
twin towers at the World Trade Center destroyed the lives of thousands of people. Zinn strongly disagrees. As
a result, they vote based upon the belief, and often the promise, that they will be able to climb the rungs ofâ€¦
Related Documents Howard Zinn 's A People 's History Of The United States Present History can be
considered as the entrance to a brighter future for history provides information about the reformation and the
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molding of the American country. Their interest is power.


